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George Begins to Make the Medicine  (Ch. 3B) 

1. George used a powder called “Brillident For Cleaning False 
Teeth”. What is another name for false teeth? 

 dentals molars dentures 

Colour the box with the correct answer under each question. 

2. George used deodorant spray for his medicine. What was it 
guaranteed to get rid of? 

smells hair fleas 

3. Where did George find the perfume for the medicine? 
 

bathroom kitchen bedroom 

4. What did George think that the perfume smelled of? 

 flowers cheese spice 

5. In which room did George find cleaning things to put into 
the medicine? 
 

laundry room sitting room kitchen 
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6. George found Canary Seed on a shelf. What is a canary? 

 
dog bird rabbit 

Colour the box with the correct answer under each question. 

7. What colour did George’s medicine need to be to match 
Grandma’s? 

 grey white brown 

8. What colour shoe polish did George put into the medicine? 
 

dark tan maroon light black 

9. What alcohol did George put into the mixture? 
 

whiskey gin beer 

10. Which of these did George not put into the mixture? 

 
gravy powder 

 

chilli sauce 

 

curry powder 
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